
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People learn things better from those at their 
level- such as fellow students or co-workers than from those at a higher level, such as teachers or 
supervisors. Use specific reason and examples to support your answer.

In general in the education-based era we live in, when everyone should learn many things during their 
life spanlife’s span, it is safe for one to assume that the difference between the teachers' and learners' 
level is a key factor in learning procedure; however from which level the people can learn efficiently has 
been a rather controversial issue among many in this regard. There is a rather prevalent idea regarding 
this issue which states that, people can learn better from their own level than others those with higher 
levels. I personally concur with this idea. The corroboration for this issue will be elaborated in what 
follows by focusing on two reasons.

One imperative reason coming to my mind at first is that, similar level people usually have similar 
problems and abilities, so people can teach better the others in their levels. For example, in special 
sports like the soccer, students can learn better from their teachers when their teacherthey have has 
abilities like the students, because most of the techniques they learn depends on the body power, 
running speed, and body size , etc., which are is almost similar between the same level people.

In addition to the similarity of the ability, the language of the teaching has a profound effect on the 
quality of teaching. Young people usually use simple structures for languages in speaking and writing 
with simple words, while the older and educated people use the complicated language structure in 
speaking and writing, also the social level has an effect on the language structure, for example 
professors are speak differently from the workers; so similarity of the age and social level have has a 
profound effect on learning from each other especially in teaching at school.

To put in a nutshell, it seems that people learn better from others similar to their level than others, 
because of the similarity of the ability and problem they face and the structure of the language they are 
usinged. It proposed that teachers in the classes consider that phenomena and decreases the difference 
between them and students to have an efficient class.


